
























































ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS



ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
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SHOWROOM





































































































































4/13/2023

1

Photo album- wooden collection Christmas -2023

Wood bowl
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2

Wood bowl

Wood bowl
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Wood 3-condiment tray

Wood fruit bowl
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4

Wood asymmetric bowl 

Wood chopping board in 3 size
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Wood chopping board-small and large

Wood chopping board-small and large
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Wood asymmetric bowl-small and large 

Wood engraved bowl 
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Wood carving bowl-small and large 

Wood carving tray- small and large
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Wood carving bowl-small and large 

Wood asymmetric bowl-small and large 
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Wood asymmetric bowl-small and large 

Wood flora bowl-small and large 
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Wood bowl with handle

Wood bowl
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Wood serving tray with 2 condiments

Wood bowl
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Wood bowl with 2 condiments

Wood decor
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Wood bowl-small and large

Wood bowl with 2 condiments
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Wood bowl

Wood bowl
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Wood bowl

Wood round tray
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Wood bowl

Wood bowl-small and large
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Wood bowl with handle

Wood bowl
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Wood planter

Wood tray
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Wood bowl

Wood bowl-small, medium, large
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Wood bowl-small, medium, large

Wood fruit bowl
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Wood fruit bowl

Wood 2 condiment tray
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Wood bowl

Wood tray
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Wood bowl with handle

Wood bowl
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Heart bowl

Wood bowl

































WALL HANGING MIRROR 

Presentation



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0510
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0511
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0512
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0513
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0515
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0514
Based on UV etching pattern on glass mirrorTechnique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



IMG_3071
Technique used by UV printing pattern on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0516
Complete glass works



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0517
Complete glass works



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0518
Complete glass works



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0519
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0520
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #JS 21-0521
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0522
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0523
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0524
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



ITEM NO. #SS 21-0525
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3083

Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3084

Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3044Technique used by bevelling on the mirror
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Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3046
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3047
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3048Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3049
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3050
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3051
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3052
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3053
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3062
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3069

Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3070



IMG_3072
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3077
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3079
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror



IMG_3080
Technique used by bevelling on the mirror


